The Example
Hebrews 12:5-18

• Be _____________ not _____________
• Parents, it is not about _________
• Be a __________ and being a ____________ will follow
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Train a child in the way he should go, and when he is old he will not turn from it.
Proverbs 22:6 (NIV)

• Create safe ____________

Proper Boundaries Produce ______________
Moreover, we have all had human fathers who disciplined us and we respected
them for it. How much more should we submit to the Father of our spirits and live!
Hebrews 12:9 (NIV)
• Demonstrate ___________

• Try ___________________

• Our goal is not ______________ but ________________

• Prepare for __________ and __________

• See the ______________

_______% of students have serious doubts in their faith
_______% of those students have a safe place to ask questions
And you have forgotten that word of encouragement that addresses you as sons:
"My son, do not make light of the Lord's discipline, and do not lose heart when
He rebukes you."
Hebrews 12:5 (NIV)

Boundaries Are For ______________ Not ______________
Our fathers disciplined us for a little while as they thought best; but God disciplines
us for our good, that we may share in His holiness.
Hebrews 12:10 (NIV)
• Not in ___________
• To develop ______________
• Address the ____________ don’t attack the ___________

Boundaries Indicate ______________

Boundaries Are ______________

"Because the Lord disciplines those He loves, and He punishes everyone He
accepts as a son."
Hebrews 12:6 (NIV)

No discipline seems pleasant at the time, but painful. Later on, however, it produces
a harvest of righteousness and peace for those who have been trained by it.
Hebrews 12:11 (NIV)

Endure hardship as discipline; God is treating you as sons. For what son is not
disciplined by his father?
Hebrews 12:7 (NIV)

• Be _______________
• Seek ___________ from others

• Have clear _________________…not too many

• Be a __________

• Have multiple ________________

• Don’t __________

• Complete the _______________

• Allow natural _________________

Boundaries Are A Parent's __________________
If you are not disciplined (and everyone undergoes discipline), then you are
illegitimate children and not true sons.
Hebrews 12:8 (NIV)

Therefore, strengthen your feeble arms and weak knees. "Make level paths for your feet,"
so that the lame may not be disabled, but rather healed.
Hebrews 12:12-13 (NIV)

